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IC-CAP 2012.01 Hotfix ReadMe  
 

The IC-CAP 2012.01 hotfix addresses issues related to PEL Functions and Database (see Fixed Issues and 

Enhancements section below).  The ReadMe also provides instructions to install IC-CAP 2012.01 Hotfix 

on Windows, Linux and Solaris platforms.  

Version 

680.202 

Platform Support 

Windows, Linux, and Solaris  

Enhancements 
The IC-CAP 2012.01 Hotfix release includes the following enhancements: 

 

 New Keywords ORELSE and ANDALSO are added to the Parameter Extraction Language 
(PEL) for Boolean expressions. IC-CAP 2012.01 reports errors when array indexes are out of 
bounds, thus, leading to formulate expressions like:  

 
IF i < sizeof(mydata) AND mydata[i] > 4 THEN  

…  

ENDIF  

PEL is derived from BASIC and most BASIC languages use eager Boolean expressions which 

means that the above expression evaluates both i<sizeof (mydata) and 

mydata[i]>4 before performing the AND operation. This evaluation results in mydata 
[i] causing an error. The IC-CAP 2012.01 Hotfix introduces the ANDALSO and ORELSE 
keywords. These keywords process Boolean expressions in a short circuit manner.  



For example,  
IF i < sizeof(mydata) ANDALSO mydata[i] > 4 THEN  

…  

ENDIF  

The above code statement first evaluates the i<sizeof(mydata). If the evaluation is 
True, then right-side of code statement is evaluated else the entire condition turns to be 
false and the evaluation stops. As short circuit Boolean evaluation is default for C, C++, and 

many other languages, the system variable PEL_USE_SHORT_CIRCUIT_BOOLEAN 

introduced with this hotfix enables you to treat every AND as an ANDALSO and every OR 
as an ORELSE, in case code is written assuming that PEL performed SHORT_CIRCUIT 
processing.  

 New built-in functions to read data from a test to text or csv file in PEL:  

o read_table_data_file(filename, options): Reads data from csv/test 
file and stores it into 1-dim array dataset.  

o col_table_data(dataset, col pos, #ofCols): Cuts the specified 
column data from the 1-dim array dataset.  

o row_table_data(dataset, row pos, #ofCols): Cuts the specified row 
data from the 1-dim array dataset.  

Fixed Issues  
The IC-CAP 2012.01 Hotfix release addresses the following issues: 
 

 B1505 problem with reading data for some SMUs and settings. 

 B1500A and B1505 sometimes rebuilds not recognizing units in instrument. 

 With B1500 and B1505, a specific capacitance type measurement is much slower with IC-CAP 

than with EasyExpert. 

 Database writing time now remains constant as the database expands. The IC-CAP 2012.01 

Hotfix includes an additional database indexing that resolves this issue. When this hotfix 

opens a database written with IC-CAP 2012.01, it automatically checks if it is updated. If the 

database is not updated, the hotfix updates the database with the new indexes which is a 

one-time operation. All the new databases created with the hotfix have built-in indexes. 

The updated databases will continue to be readable by any version of IC-CAP 2012.01 

irrespective of the hotfix.  

 In DataPro, you can now export the RMS error details using Export RMS Err button in the 
Set Data Range tab.  

 The expression evaluation and operation errors in DataPro corner analysis are fixed.  

 Instrument Driver Update: Semiconductor Parameter Analyzer 4155/4156 gets faster 
measurement from IC-CAP by suppressing the instrument default I3 measurement done 
internally within the instrument.  

 DATASET function now works with Complex array. This functionality was broken in the IC-
CAP 2012.01 release.  

 iccap_set_parameter_vector function now allows both string argument and 
floating point number. This function returns negative value if there is a conflict in the 
arguments.  

 B2900 pulse measurement in internal sweep mode is fixed. B2900 sampling measurement 
now allows source SMU from 2 main frames.  

 Default ASCII parameter for E5260, E5270, B1500 and B1505 is 25. The new help 
information now appears in the Status bar.  



 

IC-CAP 2012.01 Hotfix Installation Instructions 

 
The IC-CAP 2012.01 hotfix installation instructions on Windows and Linux platforms are provided here. 

 

 

 

Installing the IC-CAP 2012.01 Hotfix on Windows 

 
Follow the steps below to install the hotfix on Windows: 

1. Download the self-extracting archive IC-CAP 2012.01 hotfix file, that is, 

hotfix_iccap_680_202.exe.   

 

 

 

2. Using Windows Explorer navigate to the location where you have the saved the archived file. 

 

3. Double-click the self-extracting archive file hotfix_iccap_680_202.exe to launch the 

Windows installer. The Windows installer will guide you through the remaining installation.  

  

Note: This IC-CAP 2012.01 hotfix can only be installed on IC-CAP 2012.01 release. To install IC-CAP 
2012.01 hotfix, it is necessary to have IC-CAP 2012.01 installed already on your computer. This 
hotfix installation does not include the contents of any previous hotfix release.  

 

Warning:  Hotfix installations can at times overwrite the customized configuration files. It is 

recommended to take a back up of configuration files under $ICCAP_ROOT/iccap/lib or 

$ICCAP_ROOT/config directory (that is, iccap.cfg, usersimulators, or instraliases, etc.).  

 

 



 

Installing the IC-CAP 2012.01 Hotfix on Linux and Solaris 

 
Follow the steps below to install the hotfix on Linux and Solaris: 

1. Download the UNIX script to your local drive (the file name will be different for each platform; 

the following instructions use a file for the Linux platform as an example). 

 

 

 

2. Modify the permissions on the downloaded script to executable. For example, if the 

downloaded script file is hotfix_iccap_680.202_linux_x86.sh then enter the 

following command:  

$ chmod 755 hotfix_iccap_680.202_linux_x86.sh  

 
3. If required, open a terminal window and change the directories to the location of the 

installation script. 

 

4. Before you run the script, the ICCAP_ROOT environment variable must be set equal to the  

IC-CAP 2012.01 installation directory and $ICCAP_ROOT/bin should be in your PATH 

environment variable.  

For example: 

 If you are using C-Shell, then add the following commands at the end of your 

$HOME/.cshrc: 

> setenv ICCAP_ROOT install_directory 
> set path = ( . $ICCAP_ROOT/bin $path) 

 If you are using Bourne Shell or Korn Shell, then add the following commands at the 

end of your $HOME/.profile: 

$ export ICCAP_ROOT=install_directory  
$ export PATH=.:$ICCAP_ROOT/bin:$PATH  
$ export ICCAP_ROOT PATH   

5. Now, execute the downloaded script. For example, if the downloaded script file is 

hotfix_iccap_680.202_linux_x86.sh, then enter the following command: 

$ ./hotfix_iccap_680.202_linux_x86.sh  

 

On executing the script, a confirmation message appears asking if you are sure you want to install the 

 IC-CAP Add-on.  Enter Y for yes. The IC-CAP Add-on installation process begins and a series of log 

messages are generated in the terminal window explaining what is being installed. 

Warning:  Hotfix installations can at times overwrite the customized configuration files. It is 

recommended to take a back up of configuration files under $ICCAP_ROOT/iccap/lib or 

$ICCAP_ROOT/config directory (that is, iccap.cfg, usersimulators, or instraliases, etc.)  

 

 


